Here are some Crazy But True stories from the newspaper. Read the stories and then try the puzzle. To help you, we have underlined the answers to the crossword puzzle clues in the stories – but you will need to match the correct word with each clue!

CRAZY BUT TRUE NEWS

HELLO AND GOOD... BLURGH!

Two women in Brighton got a shock when a cheeky seagull wandered into their home. After a quick walk around their place, the chilled seagull looked like he was going to fly out of the door, but instead hopped onto the kitchen counter and threw up, before heading back outside. Ew!

WAVE ART WOWS!

This amazing wave is a digital work of art. It has been set up in the Gangnam District of Seoul, the capital of South Korea. (Yes, that Gangnam.) The wave crashes continuously on flat panels that wrap around the top of the building. It took about three months to design and looks incredibly realistic.

The company behind the artwork said: “Waves are beautiful and dynamic... we chose them as our subject because they evoke [create] feelings of comfort – which is much needed now.”

REBRICKULOUS!

Have you ever stepped on a LEGO brick by accident? It’s not a pleasant experience! Yet Caudwell Children – a charity that supports children with disabilities – is asking you to do it on purpose! It’s all for a good cause though.

The sponsored LEGO walk will take place on 20th June. Anyone can take part and help to raise money. All you need is enough LEGO to make your very own ‘walk of fire’. There will be videos giving tips on how to handle the challenge!

Kate McMahon, from the charity, explains that the LEGO Walk Challenge is a “rebrickulous’ fun event for all the family!” To register, email Kate at kate.mcmahon@caudwellchildren.com.

ACROSS

4) Enjoyable; nice (adjective 8)
5) Again and again, without stopping (adverb 12)
7) Using computer technology (adjective 7)
8) Lively, energetic (adjective 7)

DOWN

1) Misbehaving or showing no respect, often in a funny way (adjective 6)
2) True to life (adjective 9)
3) A bird that lives near the sea and has short legs, long wings and white and grey feathers (noun 7)
6) A type of event that raises money for something through donations (adjective 9)
News Puzzle

Here are some Crazy But True stories from the newspaper. Read the stories and then try the puzzle. The answers to the clues are all words in the stories. Answer the clue and then underline the word.

CRAZY BUT TRUE NEWS

HELLO AND GOOD... BLURGH!

Two women in Brighton got a shock when a cheeky seagull wandered into their home. After a quick walk around their place, the chilled seagull looked like he was going to fly out of the door, but instead hopped onto the kitchen counter and threw up, before heading back outside. Ew!

WAVE ART WOBS!

This amazing wave is a digital work of art. It has been set up in the Gangnam District of Seoul, the capital of South Korea. (Yes, that Gangnam.) The wave crashes continuously on flat panels that wrap around the top of the building. It took about three months to design and looks incredibly realistic.

The company behind the artwork said: “Waves are beautiful and dynamic... we chose them as our subject because they evoke [create] feelings of comfort – which is much needed now.”

REBRICKULOUS!

Have you ever stepped on a LEGO brick by accident? It’s not a pleasant experience! Yet Caudwell Children – a charity that supports children with disabilities – is asking you to do it on purpose! It’s all for a good cause though.

The sponsored LEGO walk will take place on 20th June. Anyone can take part and help to raise money. All you need is enough LEGO to make your very own ‘walk of fire’. There will be videos giving tips on how to handle the challenge!

Kate McMahon, from the charity, explains that the LEGO Walk Challenge is a “rebrickulous’ fun event for all the family!” To register, email Kate at kate.mcmahon@caudwellchildren.com.

ACROSS

4) Enjoyable; nice (adjective 8)
5) Again and again, without stopping (adverb 12)
7) Using computer technology (adjective 7)
8) Lively, energetic (adjective 7)

DOWN

1) Misbehaving or showing no respect, often in a funny way (adjective 6)
2) True to life (adjective 9)
3) A bird that lives near the sea and has short legs, long wings and white and grey feathers (noun 7)
6) A type of event that raises money for something through donations (adjective 9)